
A LIST OF IDEAS TO WRITE A STORY

Prepare to kick your writing into gear by browsing through our list of + short story ideas. New prompts are added each
week, and you can search by genre.

Their dream? Find them here. When they literally run into someone from their past, their reality starts to make
sense. Have fun! Who knew miracles were actually beings and not just something that happens? The
Professor: Write about a teacher that has influenced you. Write about a trial being the only way your character
can ever hope to rise above their current abysmal ranking. This is going to be a long storm Just Say No: Write
about the power you felt when you told someone no. Genre Although some plot types lend themselves more to
some genres than others, genre is a different dimension to plot, and some plots may span across several genres.
One day the town wakes to find it pulverized, reduced to nothing but dust and sand. Butâ€¦well, news spreads
fast. After your character loses his job, he is home during the day. Gloves: Write about a pair of gloves â€”
what kind of gloves are they? The blackbird soared. Your main character scans a chip when they eat, sleep,
travel, and even when they have sex. Give the animals intelligence and set them loose. After a devastating
disease swept over the entire world, they wander aimlessly. Learn more about how to write a great short story
here. He hangs up. Often, the detective will fail to stop the criminal before another crime is committed tragedy
before growing as a person rebirth and sometimes overcoming a personal barrier. Your character, having spent
their life in a type of foster care, applies for a job only to realize that now, at the age of 18, their identity is
showing two different sets of information. Scrapbook: Write about finding a scrapbook and the memories it
contains. When an outsider tampers with its mechanisms, the tower breaks down, leaving your main character
and everyone else struggling to survive. He must be one of the Ruin Children, born from the people affected
by the Great Tragedy. Recipe: Write about a recipe for something abstract, such as a feeling. A missionary
visits your character's house and attempts to convert her to his religion. Detective: Write about a detective
searching for clues or solving a mystery. If only she would notice your character. Write a story about how the
world your character currently lives on is nearing its breaking point. After hitting it off, they go out on a date
that ends very poorly for one of them. All that Glitters: Write about a shiny object.


